



EYEBROW LAMINATION 




Eyebrow lamination is a relatively new 
procedure that focuses on creating shiny, 
smooth brows. Also sometimes called an 
“eyebrow perm,” the high-shine effects tend 
to be sought after by those who may be 
experiencing thinning or unruly brows. Unlike 
microblading, needles and coloring are not 
involved.

For the first 24-hours following your Brow Lamination treatment, DO NOT:

1. Wet or rub your eyebrows.
2. Apply any cream or oils around the eyebrow area.
3. Apply any makeup on the brows.
4. Take a sauna, steamy shower or sweat excessively.

FAQ

Does brow lamination ruin your brows?

Just as perming the hair on your head can lead to dryness and damage, brow 
lamination could potentially damage your eyebrows in the same way. Your 
chances are greater if you repeat the process too often, or sooner than 6 weeks. 
Another more serious risk is eye damage



Can I brush my eyebrows after lamination?

You should avoid brushing or touching your brows for the first 24 hours, but after 
you can absolutely brush them. In fact, it's encouraged. You don't need a special 
brow lamination brush; just a quick brush through with your good old spoolie 
brush in the morning to keep your brows in your desired position.

How do you sleep after eyebrow lamination?

For the first 24 hours following your treatment, we recommend avoiding any and 
all moisture, heat, steam (stay away from those cooktops), and sweating. For all 
of our stomach sleepers, it's also best to avoid sleeping directly on your brows as 
we don't want anything to touch the hairs

When can you wash your brows after lamination?

Wait 2 days before you wash your face so your eyebrows don't get wet. This is 
probably one of the hardest things about laminating your brows! As tempting as it 
is, it's not a good idea to wash your face since your brows will get wet.
Should I tint eyebrows before lamination?

Can you wash off brow lamination?

No, really... thoroughly clean your brows with a mild cleanser. Use an oil-free 
makeup remover to remove any makeup and clean your brows prior to the 
application. What takes place during a Brow Lamination Consultation?



Should I tint my eyebrow before Lamination? 

Ideally leave a week before or after lamination for tinting brows. If you must tint 
on the same day then just ask for the tint to be put on and taken off immediately. 
Don't lighten your brows if you have lamination the bleach and perming will 
increase risk of breakage.

What oil can I use on laminated eyebrows?

The brow lamination process can be a little drying, so apply a small amount of 
castor oil or Aquaphor to your eyebrows everyday does the job.  

Is brow lamination good for thin brows?

"Brow Lamination can work well on sparse brows as the hair can be directed to 
cover gaps in brows and make existing hairs appear fuller. It won't make your 
brows fuller, but it will define them and create the illusion of a fuller brow.”

Do brows go back to normal after lamination?

Will your brows go back to normal? “Yes. In four to eight weeks they'll go 
exactly back to normal. And again, you're still able to comb them in the way you 
want during that time.



Does eyebrow lamination cause baldness?

Over processing the brow hair can cause hair weakness, breakage and damage. 
Changing the direction of the hair too much can also risk hair breakage and can 
damage the hair shaft. Its always advisable having your eyebrows laminated by a 
professional to avoid the risk of damaging your eyebrows.  

Who is not suitable for brow lamination?

Contraindications for Brow Lamination include but are not limited to: Pregnant or 
breastfeeding – Not recommended for pregnant women as a safety precaution. 
Using any Vitamin A or Hydrocortisone products (Retinol / E45) – Do not use for 
3 days either side of the treatment.


